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ABOUT
For more than 20 years, Sprocket Media has produced smart, meaningful and engaging
experiences for Fortune 500 companies, as well as fast growing startups. We offer a wide
range of services from specialty staffing to cross-channel digital marketing and specialize in
magazine publishing, blogging, creative direction, social media, paid, owned and even
earned media.
No matter what platform you’re publishing on, we’ve got
you covered. Our highly collaborative group of editors,
writers and creative directors come with years of experience
across verticals like technology, finance and news. Helping
brands tell stories in traditional and digital platforms, our work
engages and invites readers to imagine and share, which is
the key to audience development in a fragmented, noisy
digital environment.
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People like to say “content is king.” There’s truth in that, but only if the content is of the highest quality,
otherwise… well, it’s not even a Duke or an Earl by our way of thinking.
Because without quality content, there is little engagement. Plain and simple.
At Sprocket Studios, we’re experts at crafting polished content no matter what platform you’re
publishing it on, be it print, digital, web, social, mobile… we’ve got you covered.
What’s more, we know strategy. That means we’re not just a content farm or a marketing agency,
we are your trusted publishing partners who will work with you all along the path to develop a plan
before we write a single word, and then execute on that plan with measurable, data-driven results.
We specialize in magazine publishing, blogging, executive communications, creative direction,
social media, paid, owned and even earned media. Our strategies will help you make the best of
all your content, will help you utilize and showcase it, and most importantly, will help you reach more
people and grow your brand by developing the right content, for the right audience across the right
channels.
So what’s your story? We bet it’s more interesting than you think...
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For about the price of a mailed post card, you
can provide your customers with a completely
customized, full-color magazine promoting your
brand, your products and your unique services.
We offer complete turnkey solutions:
> PUBLISHING STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT We’ll bring our best editorial and business minds
to the table to help you create a plan to accomplish your goals. The process starts at a high
level and drills down to the specifics of content, design, revenue, and metrics.
> EDITORIAL MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN The right combination of content and visuals
creates power. We will produce a stunning extension of your brand that will drive loyalty
and grow your market.
> AD SALES STRATEGY AND CIRCULATION Some of our clients rely on ad revenues to offset
costs or even turn a profit. Sprocket’s ad sales group sells advertising directly, manages rep
firms, and advises on the design of ad sales programs. We also manage the strategic and
tactical marketing efforts for the sales staff. We are experts in all forms of circulation – from
paid to controlled to newsstand.
> PRINTING AND DISTRIBUTION Our hands-on management saves our clients money and
ensures a high level of quality. We’re experts in circulation marketing, fulfillment programs,
and distribution economies.
> DIGAREADER: DIGITAL + SOCIAL PUBLISHING PLATFORM Sprocket Media introduces
Digareader, the first fully-integrated publishing platform. Digareader was created with our
clients in mind as an innovative, user-centric, interactive social publishing platform that provides
transparent technology foundations, which support your brand experience. Your users, partners,
readers and advertisers all interact with you as host.
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A custom publication creates brand
awareness, advocates, subscribers, and
purchasers. It also increases the volume of
inbound leads for your brand.
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What a Custom Magazine Will Do for You

Digareader

> INCREASE LOYALTY AND TRUST: Custom
publications support your brand, establish trust,
and build confidence in your customers’ choice
to purchase your products or services.

Contact

> EXTEND YOUR BRAND: A publication delivers
your strategy and vision clearly and consistently to
extend your brand and keep you top of mind.
> GENERATE LEADS: Communicate in a fresh, new,
and relevant way that your target audience won’t
forget. A custom publication provides information
in a valuable format that makes you stand out and
establish leadership.
> STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS: Custom publications
incorporate actionable content that moves the
perceptions and behavior of your readers.
> INFLUENCE SALES: Custom publications provide an
avenue for partners and customers to engage and are
a valuable tool for sales to close deals.
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In a socially engaged world, the best
promotion for a company, product, or
brand is high quality, shareable content.
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VALUE
A Custom Publication Drives Your Content Engine
At Sprocket, we craft polished, branded content and unique media products that fuel our clients’
marketing and communications efforts.
> Build the marketing engine
> Fuel with great content
> Fine tune with analytics
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Editorial design is more than simply how information
is presented. It’s architecting content and layout that
ensures maximum engagement and shareability, while
optimizing the user experience.
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Sprocket’s team of leading content and
design specialists has been delivering
award-winning creative for more than
20 years to clients that range from
fast-growing startups to industry-leading
Fortune 500 companies.
We specialize in multiple delivery
platforms - including print, digital, mobile,
tablet, social and video. We’re experts at
digital, web and mobile, combining the
art of social marketing to create unique
and powerful online experiences. We execute custom solutions based on your business objectives.

Media Sales Helps Offset Cost
The Sprocket sales team consistently maximizes revenue generation through media sales. We
pioneered alliance-based marketing to help companies like yours deepen partnerships and extend
marketing budgets. Our integrated marketing programs magnify ROI by delivering the right
message to the right audience at the right time.
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Your readers want to talk–and listen.
Now you can let them.
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DIGAREADER
Introducing Digareader: A fully-integrated multi-channel social publishing
solution. Unite your reader community–and your content–all within your brand.
Evolve Your Publishing Model

Build Your Community

> Freedom to consume content however you choose through
a multi-platform viewer

> Unite subscribers around your content

> Web enabled platform is compatible on all popular devices,
eliminating the need for an app
> Interactive content and ads—audio, video and live links—
are delivered through the most current web technologies
> Reader DNA analysis—built on their own trends and habits—
allows for hyper-targeted content and ad delivery

> Amplify your brand message through social integration,
while virally increasing your subscriber base
> Bridge the gap between publisher, reader and advertiser
for seamless, measurable communication
> Keep your community engaged with your content through
comments, clipping, sharing, groups and more

> Get to know your readers through robust reporting and analytics
> Generate measureable ROI

TM

CONTENT POWERED. COMMUNITY DRIVEN.
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We don’t just make it easy to reach your customers; we make
it easy to reach us. So let’s talk about your business.

CONTACT

David Israel
Content and Editorial Director
david.israel@sprocketmedia.com
O +1.626.396.9400 Ext. 212
M +1.917.596.5730

Tom Cometa
Partner Marketing Director
tom.cometa@sprocketmedia.com
O +1.510.339.2403
M +1.415.298.6539

Joy Jacob
Creative Director
joy@sprocketmedia.com
O +1.626.396.9400 Ext. 206
M +1.310.435.3825

Cindy Elhaj
Marketing Director
cindy.elhaj@sprocketmedia.com
O +1.626.396.9400 Ext. 215
M +1.949.357.9622

Taline Vertians
Social Media and Interactive Director
taline.vertians@sprocketmedia.com
O +1.626.817.9500 Ext. 208
M +1.818.285.9152

Sprocket Headquarters
600 South Lake Avenue
Suite 408
Pasadena, CA 91106
626.396.9400
info@sprocketmedia.com
www.sprocketmedia.com
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